Abstract-We propose a dynamic latent variable model for learning latent bases from time varying, non-negative data. We take a probabilistic approach to modeling the temporal dependence in data by introducing a dynamic Dirichlet prior-a Dirichlet distribution with dynamic parameters. This new distribution allows us to assure non-negativity and avoid intractability when sequential updates are performed (otherwise encountered in using Dirichlet prior). We refer to the proposed model as the Dirichlet latent variable model (DLVM). We develop an expectation maximization algorithm for the proposed model, and also derive a maximum a posteriori estimate of the parameters. Furthermore, we connect the proposed DLVM to two popular latent basis learning methodsprobabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). We show that 1) PLCA is a special case of our DLVM, and 2) DLVM can be interpreted as a dynamic version of NMF. The usefulness of DLVM is demonstrated for three audio processing applications-speaker source separation, denoising, and bandwidth expansion. To this end, a new algorithm for source separation is also proposed. Through extensive experiments on benchmark databases, we show that the proposed model outperforms several relevant existing methods in all three applications.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
EARNING effective generative models to achieve rich and compact representation of signals is critical to many signal processing and modeling tasks. Latent variable models (LVMs) form a class of generative models that associate a set of unobserved (latent) variables to the observed variables, where the latent variables are assumed to be the underlying cause of the observations. LVMs that are commonly used to model non-negative data are probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) [1] (an extension of the probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [2] ) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [3] . The wide success of LVMs is noted in many applications, such as source separation [4] , topic modeling [3] and biomedical signal processing [5] . T. Guha is with the Department of Computer Science, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, U.K. (e-mail:,tanaya.guha@warwick.ac.uk).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TASLP. 2019.2903288 Another popular data modeling approach that is closely related to the LVMs is the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [6] , [7] . The objective of both LVMs and NMF is to learn the underlying 'building blocks' in data, often called the latent bases. Both assume that the data is inherently low rank, and represent each observation as a linear combination of the latent bases. Given a data matrix, these models aim to learn a basis matrix and its corresponding coefficient matrix. It has been shown that for certain cost functions, LVMs converge to NMF [6] , [7] . Thus, LVMs can be thought of as the probabilistic counterpart of NMF. The advantages of probabilistic methods (such as LVMs) over non-probabilistic approaches (such as NMF) are that the probabilistic approaches can be easily generalized to higher dimensions, and they also allow imposing constraints with suitable prior distributions [7] .
The LVMs and NMF in their basic forms do not take into account the temporal correlation in the data. The basic (static) models assume that each data point is independent. However, signals like speech exhibit strong temporal dependence, and an effective strategy is needed to capture such temporal dependence. Efforts have been put towards learning dynamic models by imposing temporal constraints on the bases as well as on their coefficients. The dynamic models include sparse and dynamic variant of LVM/NMF [8] - [11] , convolutive NMF [12] - [14] and non-negative hidden Markov model (NHMM) [15] .
In this paper, we take a probabilistic approach to modeling the temporal dependence and propose a dynamic LVM for learning latent bases from time varying, non-negative data. 1 We model the temporal dependence in data by introducing a dynamic Dirichlet prior i.e., a Dirichlet distribution with dynamic parameters. Earlier the Dirichlet prior (without dynamic parameters) has been shown to be useful for only static non-negative data [3] , and to yield non-negative updates when applied to dynamic nonnegative data [17] . For the likelihood function, we use a mixture multinomial as it is well known to capture the structure of nonnegative data [2] , [3] and often yields simple and closed form solutions. We develop an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for the proposed model, and derive a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the parameters. We show that the expected log-likelihood function is concave and can be solved by standard convex optimization methods. We refer to the proposed model as the Dirichlet latent variable model (DLVM) .
We also establish strong connections between the proposed DLVM and the two well known basis learning methods -PLCA 1 A preliminary version of this work has been published in ICASSP'18 [16] .
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and NMF. We show that (i) the PLCA model is a special case of the proposed DLVM, and (ii) DLVM is a dynamic version of NMF. We also show that our model is generic and suitable for both count data (e.g., word count data) and non-count data (e.g., speech data). Unlike other dynamic LVMs, the proposed model does not have any free parameter (other than the number of latent bases). The effectiveness of the proposed model is demonstrated through three applications: speaker source separation, bandwidth expansion and speech-noise separation. Extensive experiments on the TIMIT [18] and the signal processing information base (SPIB) [19] databases show that the proposed model outperforms several relevant existing methods in all three applications. The contributions of this work are as follows:
r The main contribution of the paper lies in proposing a new dynamic Dirichlet prior -a Dirichlet distribution with dynamic parameters -which yields non-negative updates for dynamic non-negative data. Subsequently, using this new prior for our model, we develop a suitable EM algorithm, and derive MAP estimates of the parameters.
r We show that (a) DLVM is a dynamic version of NMF, and (b) the popular PLCA model is a special case of DLVM.
r We proposed a source separation algorithm utilizing the latent bases learned using DLVM.
r The proposed DLVM has been successfully applied to three speech processing tasks (speaker source separation, bandwidth expansion and speech-noise separation) to achieve superior results.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the first latent variable models, the PLSA, was developed for addressing natural language processing tasks [2] . Later, a similar model, popularly known as the PLCA [1] , was proposed to analyze audio spectrograms, and was successfully applied to audio source separation [1] . The PLCA constructs a generative story of the observed data using latent variables with a mixture multinomial distribution as the likelihood. Another model, the LDA [3] , was developed by extending the PLSA framework that imposed Dirichlet distribution as a prior. Dirichlet distribution provides an intuitive understanding of the corresponding multinomials as pseudocounts [3] .
However, the corresponding EM algorithm becomes intractable because the likelihood is a mixture multinomial instead of a multinomial [3] . Several sampling strategies, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and variational Bayes method are used to resolve the intractability issue [3] . Even though LDA has shown promising results in natural language processing [3] , it has not been very successful in audio processing tasks, such as source separation [4] . Similar to the probabilistic models, a large number of NMF algorithms involving different cost functions exist in the literature [9] , [20] , [21] . Most of these algorithms use an alternating maximization method to learn the basis and their coefficients. It has been shown that for certain cost functions, LVMs converge to NMF [6] , [7] , and can be thought of as the probabilistic counterpart of NMF.
As discussed earlier, LVMs and NMF in their basic forms do not take into account the temporal correlation in the data. Extensions have been proposed to incorporate temporal dependencies in static LVMs and NMF. Shift invariant PLCA [12] , [22] captures the temporal structure by imposing constraints on the basis matrix. It models the observed data as a convolutive mixture of latent bases, and has the property of shift invariance. Another natural extension of this idea is to have temporal constraints on the coefficient matrix while the basis matrix is constant [23] . HMM is a popular method for modeling temporal data with discrete states. An attempt has been made to connect HMM and NMF resulting into a non-negative HMM [15] . This model is useful for data with discrete number of states.
Another line of approach to model time varying data is to use Kalman filter [24] . Kalman filters and its nonlinear variants [25] - [27] have been widely used for the estimation of continuous states. Such models assume a Gaussian distribution as the likelihood, and is not well suited for modeling non-negative data. Recently, there has been a significant amount of work on learning continuous state representations [17] , [28] , [29] for nonnegative data. One such work used the Gamma distribution as the likelihood function [28] . This model can be viewed as a dynamic counterpart of NMF with Itakura-Saito divergence [17] . Both the Gamma and the mixture multinomial distributions are suitable for modeling non-negative data, where the preference of one over the other is application-specific [23] . Another work has extended the basic PLCA model by combining ideas from state space models and Kalman filtering [17] . This work used an exponential distribution as a prior. In contrast to the past literature, the work in this current paper proposes a new prior -a Dirichlet distribution whose parameters are dynamic. We derive the corresponding update equations, which are a generalized form of the static PLCA.
III. DYNAMIC DIRICHLET LATENT VARIABLE MODEL
In this section, we develop the DLVM along with its variant -the bidirectional DLVM. Our objective is to model a time varying signal x(t) by learning its latent bases from its spectral distributions. We represent x(t) spectrographically by taking its short time Fourier transform (STFT) and retaining its scaled magnitude spectrogram
where γ is a large integer that ensures that all elements in N are integers [1] . Now, the observed (spectral) data matrix N can be seen as count data, where N ft corresponds to the count of the frequency f at a time instant t. Each column of the matrix N thus corresponds to a spectral distribution at a particular time instant. With each frequency count f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , F }, we associate an unknown latent variable z of dimension K with one of the entries as 1 and the rest as zero,
Here, z i denotes the i th latent basis described by a spectral distribution P (f |z i ). LVMs assume that the underlying cause of an observed variable f is a set of unobserved latent variables z k where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . K}. Marginalizing over the latent bases z, the spectrogram (N) at time t is a mixture of the K hidden distributions, where K is a known positive integer
where P t (f ) is the probability of frequency f at t, P (f |z i ) is a multinomial distribution (similar to that used PLCA [1] ), and the coefficients of the mixture are P t (z i ), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . K}. Our model assumes that the latent bases P (f |z k ) are the same at all time instants. The bases are source-specific and are viewed as the spectral signatures of the sources. On the other hand, the coefficients P t (z k ) vary over time, and they describe the probability of each latent base at a given time t.
Let n t denote the observation vector at time instant t (the t th column of the matrix N). Let us now define a state, s t , of the observation vector n t as follows
In general, static LVMs assume that the mixture coefficients P t (z k ) (hence, the states s t ) are independent at all time instants. However, this assumption limits the effectiveness of the LVMs for modeling time varying signals. Our model addresses this limitation by imposing a Markovian dependence between states using a Dirichlet distribution. Note that the support of the states s t of dimension K lies on a K − 1 dimensional simplex. The Dirichlet distribution has been widely used as a distribution on simplex and is the conjugate of multinomial. Also, it belongs to the exponential family and has finite dimensional sufficient statistics [3] . These properties lead to intuitive and efficient parameter estimation discussed in Section IV. The proposed model is described below in detail.
A. DLVM
To model the temporal dependence between states, we propose a Dirichlet distribution with time-varying parameters
where
where, 'Dir' denotes the Dirichlet distribution, α t denotes the total number of observations at time t, 1 is an all-one vector, and D is a temporal dependence matrix defined as follows
where, d ij ∈ R + denotes the temporal dependence between states at two consecutive time instants for the i th and j th latent basis. A higher value of d ij indicates higher temporal dependence. The Dirichlet-multinomial conjugacy allows us to have an intuitive understanding of the parameters of the Dirichlet distribution as pseudo observations. Let us define the pseudo observation for the k th basis at time t as m tk = α t−1 (Ds t−1 )(k). Therefore (4) can be rewritten as follows
where, Γ(x) is the Gamma function. Note that the hyperparameters of the Dirichlet distribution are dynamic. Hence, we refer to it as the dynamic Dirichlet distribution in the rest of this paper. Let ζ t be a α t -dimensional vector, where ζ t (l) ∈ {z 1 , z 2 , . . . z K } contains the active latent basis of the l th count of the observation vector n t . According to our model, the generative process of N is as follows:
r Sample s t ∼ Dir(α t−1 Ds t−1 + 1) r Sample frequency f , α t times as follows:
Repeat the above process T times. where, T is the total number of time instants, 'Mult' denotes the multinomial distribution. We observe that each sample is a realization of a mixture multinomial (for simplicity, we use the notation of the categorical distribution, also the conjugate of Dirichlet, for the multinomial distribution. It is a common practice [3] , and has no effect on parameter estimation). We assume that the counts in an observation vector at a time instant are independent and identically distributed. Fig. 1 presents a graphical model for the proposed generative process.
The proposed dynamic Dirichlet distribution prior has the following appealing properties which provides an intuitive understanding:
r The generative process (with mixture multinomial as the likelihood) allows us to view the spectrogram at time t as an observed count data over K bases. Static models such as PLCA uses this observation data to estimate the states at each time instant. The dynamic Dirichlet prior allows us to have m tk extra pseudo observations for each basis k at time instant t, which is the result of the multinomial-Dirichlet conjugacy [30] . This observation will become clear in (16) later. A higher number of observations at previous time instant (α t−1 ) or higher value of temporal dependence (d jk ) leads to a higher count of pseudo observations for k th basis. 
which decreases as the total number of observations at previous time instant i.e., α t−1 increases. A higher value of α t−1 indicates that more prior information (more pseudo observation) is available. This trend in variance is expected because the distribution should have less variance when there is more prior information from previous time instant. The proposed DLVM can be interpreted as a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model similar to the LDA [3] . In our model, P (f |z) is the source level parameter (sampled once for each source), while s t is the time level (sampled once at every time instant), and z k and f are the frequency level (sampled once per frequency) parameters.
B. PLCA as a Special Case of DLVM
The relationship between the proposed DLVM and the well known PLCA model is particularly interesting. When the temporal dependence matrix D is reduced to a zero matrix, the distribution in (4) becomes a symmetric Dirichlet distribution Dir (1) . Note that the symmetric Dirichlet distribution Dir(1) is nothing but a uniform distribution, and thus, the formulation in (4) is equivalent to the static PLCA. This can also be intuitively understood as the fact that in the absence of prior information, there is no prior preference of any state over the others. Writing the parameters of dynamic Dirichlet as:
where, I is an identity matrix. The first term contains the prior information from the previous time instant. The second term contains the content of uniform distribution. When α t−1 D is an identity matrix, the prior has no component of uniform distribution and is completely decided by the past information. The amount of past information is controlled by the total number of observed count at previous time instant (α t−1 ).
C. Bidirectional DLVM
We assumed that s t depends only on the immediate past state s t−1 . This degree of dependence can be relaxed, and more states can be included to account for longer temporal dependence. For example, a natural extension would be to include the temporal dependence both in the past and in the future states.
Let us denote the forward dependence (i.e., dependence on the past states) matrices as D 
where, l denotes the maximum degree of temporal dependence in the model. To keep the equations simple, we consider l = 1. Let us denote D 
The corresponding graphical model is presented in Fig. 2 . Note that the proposed bi-DLVM (see (8) ) reduces to the earlier proposed DLVM for D 1 − = 0.
IV. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In this section, we describe the parameter estimation steps for the proposed DLVM. We derive an EM algorithm for the same.
Let us denote the state matrix
The joint probability of the observed and the latent variables given the parameter β is as follows
This is obtained using Markovian dependence between states at different time instants, and the assumption that given S the columns of N (i.e., n t ) are independent of each other. The likelihood of the observed spectral data matrix N is obtained by marginalizing ζ and S
Our aim is to estimateΛ so as to maximize the above marginalized likelihood (see 10). EM is a common approach to maximize log-likelihood in presence of latent variables. It consists of two iterative updates: i) an expectation (E) step, where the posterior distribution of the latent variables is computed; and ii) a maximization (M) step, where the expected log-likelihood is maximized with respect to the posterior distribution. The posterior distribution of latent variables is given by
However, the denominator (see (10) ) is computationally intractable [3] , [31] . Sampling techniques, such as MCMC, or approximate inference techniques, such as variational Bayes inference can be employed to address the issue. However, for simplicity, we perform a MAP estimate of the states instead of a fully Bayesian inference. Therefore, we maximize the followinĝ
The steps in our EM algorithm are described below.
A. Expectation Step
The posterior distribution of z is given by
B. Maximization Step
We intend to maximize the following MAP function
log(P (N, ζ|S, β)) + log(P (S|β))
The objective function L MAP is concave with respect to each of the parameters (S, P (f |z), D 1 + , D 1 − ) provided others are fixed. A proof of this is provided in Appendix A. We update the parameters in an alternating fashion [32] .
1) Update of P (f |z): Maximizing the above constrained expected log-likelihood in (24) with respect to P (f |z k ) yields the following
Note that this update for the latent basis P (f |z k ) is the same as that for PLCA [4] . 
We perform a sequential update for the states S in forward direction starting from the first time instant. While estimating s t , s t−1 appears inside the Gamma function which has already been estimated. Therefore, the proposed updates are in closed form unlike that in other models based on estimating parameters of Dirichlet (e.g., Latent Dirichlet allocation, Hierarchical Dirichlet process). 
We see that the updates of the states contain additional terms (m + tk , m − tk ) as compared to those in PLCA. We call them as pseudo observation for each basis k. This update is similar to the updates of the states in Kalman filtering [24] .
3) Updates of D 
However, the maximizing function is concave since Dirichlet distribution belongs to the exponential family of distributions (see Appendix A). Therefore, the function has a unique maxima, which can be obtained via gradient ascent ;
where, ψ is the digamma function. D − 1 is updated similarly. However, we find the above equations to be computationally expensive. Therefore, we restrict the dependence matrices (D + 1 and D − 1 ) to be diagonal matrices, which yields similar results in our experimentations. Note that the updates of P (f |z), and S are independent of the scaling factor γ. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is applicable to both count and non-count data, and we may replace N by X (refer (1)) in all the update equations.
V. DLVM AS A DYNAMIC NMF
In this section, we show that the proposed DLVM can be viewed as a dynamic version of NMF. It has been shown in the literature that an LVM can be interpreted as an NMF for specific cost functions [33] . The update equations for PLCA and NMF with KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence have been shown to be the same [33] . The NMF interpretation of PLCA leads to very compact and fast update equations. Similarly, we can interpret the DLVM (dynamic counterpart of PLCA) as a dynamic version of NMF. Below, we present the update equations for our bi-DLVM as a dynamic version of NMF. The updates of DLVM as a dynamic version of NMF can be obtained by setting D 1 − to a zero matrix.
DLVM learns the latent bases and the states for an observed data matrix via the following factorization
Multiplying both sides of the above equation by α t , we rewrite the equation in matrix-vector form as n t = Ws t α t , where, W is a matrix whose columns are latent bases P (f |z). Concatenating observation vector n t for all time instants, we can write the observed data matrix X as,
where, W is the basis matrix, S is the state matrix, G (normalization matrix) is a diagonal matrix with α t as the diagonal elements, and the subscripts denote dimensions of the matrices. The (f, k) th element in W is denoted as W fk and the (k, t) th element in S is denoted as S kt . It is evident that all matrices (X, W, S, G) are non-negative. Therefore, we can view the proposed DLVM as a dynamic version of NMF with iterative updates for W, S and D (see Algorithm 1). In Algorithm 1, Fig. 3 . Plate notation of the mixture signal modeled using bi-DLVM, a denotes an audio source.
the outer loop corresponds to the EM iteration, while the inner loop corresponds to the block-wise update of variables in the maximization step of the EM algorithm. 4 
VI. APPLICATIONS TO AUDIO PROCESSING
In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed DLVM model and its variant for three audio processing tasks: (i) speaker source separation, (ii) denoising, and (iii) bandwidth expansion. To this end, we also propose a new algorithm for dynamic source separation.
A. Source Separation
Source separation is a long standing problem in signal processing, which aims to recover the constituent source signals from a given mixture signal. It has wide applications in speaker recognition, speech enhancement, music editing and audio information retrieval [34] , [35] . In this section, we develop an algorithm for dynamic source separation using the bases learned from bidirectional DLVM with dependence matrices as D We assume that the given mixture signal is a linear combination of a known number of speaker signals. The spectral distribution of a mixture signal is given by
where, P t (a) denotes the apriori probability of the a th source. The parameters associated with the a th source are denoted as Λ a = {S a , β a }. The graphical model of the mixture signal is presented in Fig. 3 . Our objective is to separate the constituent sources from a mixture signal. Following the supervised paradigm, we learn the parameters β a for all a from the training data. These parameters are later used to separate the sources in the separation stage.
Let us consider a mixture spectrogram X. The parameters P t (a) and P t (z|a) are learned from X via an EM algorithm. In the expectation step, we estimate the posterior distribution and the expected number of total observation, α a t , for each source. In the maximization step, we maximize the expected log-likelihood
where, β, S and ζ contains latent variables and parameters for all the sources. The steps in the EM algorithm are as follows 1) Expectation Step:
2) Maximization
Step:
After the above EM algorithm converges, the reconstructed spectral vector for each source is obtained as the expected value of X ft over all sources as follows.
Finally, the phase of the mixture signal is combined with the reconstructed magnitude spectrogram (X ft (a)) to recover each source signal [1] .
B. Denoising
We consider a speech denoising scenario, where the speech signal is degraded by an additive noise. We follow a speaker dependent approach i.e., we assume that the identity of the speaker is known. We also assume that the noise type (e.g., babble, factory) is known and training data for each noise type is available. This assumption is practical in many scenarios where classification techniques can be employed for detecting the noise type and speaker identity [17] . We consider the noise and the speaker's data as two distinct sources, and learn the latent bases separately for the them. We learn the parameters for each speaker and each noise type from the training data. The speech is separated from the noise using the source separation algorithm described in Section VI-A.
C. Bandwidth Expansion
In this section, we develop an algorithm for bandwidth expansion for a band limited signal that utilizes the latent bases learned using DLVM. Bandwidth expansion of a signal may be required in different scenarios, e.g., for signals that are sampled at a low sampling rate, high frequency components may be lost, or, for signals incurring distortion in some frequency bands, or, when the signal acquisition system is incapable of capturing frequencies beyond a particular range.
We address the problem of bandwidth expansion of a narrow band (0-4 KHz) speech signal. Using the bases learned by our model, we predict the higher frequency components (4-8 KHz) from a given narrow band speech signal. Let us denote the observed frequencies as f o ∈ {0-4 KHz} and unobserved frequencies as f u ∈ {4-8 KHz}. First, we learn the parameters for a speech signal (β) for all frequencies from the training data. We use these parameters to estimate states and the total number of draws (α t ) using only the observed frequencies. The following equation is used iteratively to estimate s t (k) from the band limited signal X
Once the above iterative updates converge, we estimate α t using only the observed frequencies. Finally, the unobserved frequencies are predicted.
The phase values at the unobserved frequencies are estimated separately. Since, phase also contains negative values, our algorithm is not appropriate for phase prediction. We therefore assume that the phase of the unobserved frequencies Φ u are a linear transformation of phase of the observed frequencies Φ o i.e., Φ u = AΦ o [36] . The transformation matrix A is learned from the phase of the training data Φ tr . The least square estimate of A is given by
† , where (·) † denotes pseudoinverse. Finally, the phase and the magnitude spectrogram are multiplied, and converted to time domain signal using STFT.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In this section, we present various experimental results demonstrating the performance of the proposed DLVM for the three audio processing tasks described in the previous section. We also compare the performance of the proposed model with several other existing methods.
A. Experimental Setup
We use the TIMIT database [18] and the signal processing information base (SPIB) [19] to carry out our experiments. The TIMIT database contains broadBand recordings of 630 speakers sampled at 16 KHz, each speaker reading ten phonetically rich sentences. The SPIB database contains noise data of 15 different noise types acquired with a sampling frequency of 19.98 KHz, an analog to digital converter (A/D) with 16 bits, an anti-aliasing filter, and without a pre-emphasis stage.
All audio signals were downsampled to 16 KHz. The spectrograms are obtained by performing STFT using a 64ms window with 16ms overlap. The resulting magnitude spectrograms are then processed and analyzed further. The phase spectrograms are analyzed separately, agnostic to the algorithm, using standard methods [4] . We have used 250 iterations for the outer loop, and 10 iterations for the inner loop in DLVM (Algorithm 1). The dependence matrices (D 1 + , D 1 − ) were fixed to 0 for first 50 iterations.
Evaluation metrics: In order to evaluate the source separation and denoising performance, we use the following evaluation metrics (i) signal to noise ratio improvement (SNRI) [37] , (ii) source to distortion ratio (SDR), (iii) source to interference ratio (SIR), and (iv) source to artifact ratio (SAR) [35] , [38] . The later three provide perceptual evaluation of the source separation results. We have used the BSS-EVAL TOOLBOX [39] for evaluation.
Let X and φ represent the magnitude and the phase of a mixture signal. Let X o and X r represent the original and reconstructed signal spectrogram from the mixture respectively. The SNR improvement (SNRI) of a speaker is calculated by incorporating the phase information and by comparing the improvement in terms of SNR. Define a gain function for a spectrogram Y
. In order to evaluate bandwidth expansion, we use generalized KL divergence (GKL) and Itakuro-Saito (IS) divergence [37] , [40] . Both the metrics have been widely used as cost functions in NMF, and are appropriate for computing the distance between two data distributions which are the scaled versions of any probability distributions [37] , [40] .
Comparison: The performances of DLVM and bi-DLVM are compared with those of four existing methods: PLCA [1] , PLCA with dynamic filtering [29] , PLCA with dynamic smoothing [29] and dynamic NMF with exponential prior [17] . These methods were chosen because they all offer probabilistic interpretations and were developed primarily for source separation. For PLCA with dynamic filtering and smoothing, we report the best results obtained after hyperparameter tuning in our experiments. No hyperparameter tuning is required for dynamic NMF and proposed methods.
B. Speaker Source Separation
We follow an experimental setup similar to that described in the literature of source separation using PLCA and its variants [7] , [41] . We have used ∼ 25 seconds of speech (8 to 9 sentences) from 20 speakers (10 male, 10 female) in the TIMIT database. To model each speaker (source), the first ∼ 17 seconds of the speech is used. The remaining 5 seconds was used to create 190 synthetic mixtures by adding the speech from two speakers. The speech signals were normalized to zero mean and unit variance prior to addition. We learn K = 30 latent bases in each case. Finally the spectral vector for each source is reconstructed using steps outlined in Section VI-A.
Source separation experiments were performed on 190 mixtures using the proposed DLVM. Fig. 4 presents a qualitative results on source separation, Fig. 4a shows the original spectrogram while Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c present the reconstructed spectrograms of the given source recovered (from a mixture) using PLCA and DLVM respectively. Notice that DLVM recovers a smoother or better spectrogram (areas exhibiting significant differences are highlighted). Fig. 5 shows the average values across 190 test cases for all methods. As seen in Fig. 5 , DLVM and bi-DLVM perform better than or comparable to the existing methods in terms of all metrics. DLVM outperforms dynamic NMF (with exponential prior) by 0.65 dB in terms of SNRI, 0.52 dB in SDR, 0.99 dB in SIR, and 0.12 dB in SAR. The improvement in terms of SAR implies that the artifacts introduced by DLVM are less compared to other models. Usually, there is a trade-off between removing noise (measured by SDR and SNRI) and introducing artifacts (measured by SAR). The simpler dynamic models ( [29] ), while improving SDR often introduce more artifacts, which lead to a degraded SAR. However, DLVM and its variant show simultaneous improvement in terms of both SDR and SAR. This indicates an overall better modeling ability of DLVM, which leads to better source separation. 6 shows the variation of output SNRI with the model order l. Note that l = 0 corresponds to the static PLCA. In our experiments, we observe that l = 1 is sufficient to capture the temporal dependencies efficiently for dynamic and bi-DLVMs. No further improvement in output SNRI is observed for l > 1. The inability of better performance for l > 1 can be attributed to the fact that the model only performs temporal smoothing on the coefficient matrix, and longer-term temporal smoothing does not contribute in this case due to the non-stationary nature of the data. We believe that DLVM with l = 1 (which has low complexity) should be preferred over other models if MAP estimation is to be performed.
C. Denoising
We choose six noise types (babble, factory, white, pink, cockpit and military vehicle noise) for this experiments. This noise is added (one at a time) to the speech data of the 20 speakers used in the speaker source separation experiments. Both the noise and the speech are first normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. The noisy mixtures are obtained by adding the noise to each speaker signal. The amount of training data and number of latent bases (K) for each speaker and noise are identical to those used in Section VII-B. Fig. 7 presents a sample (qualitative) denoising result, where the source was corrupted with pink noise at 6 dB SNR. Observe that DLVM yields better reconstruction compared to PLCAwhich loses almost all structures at higher frequencies. The performance of DLVM (averaged over 20 mixtures at 6 dB SNR) Table I along with results from existing methods. DLVM shows an improvement (on average) of 0.59 dB in terms of SDR and 0.28 dB in SAR as compared to dynamic NMF. Interestingly, DLVM performs better than all methods for all noise types, except white noise. This can be explained by the fact that white noise is stationary and has no temporal structure, which DLVM attempts to capture. Nevertheless, our model performs better in all those cases where the noise is non-stationary, as it is able to learn the temporal dependencies in the data and the noise. DLVM shows 0.75 dB SAR improvement on average for all noise types over PLCA. This observation supports our earlier claim that the proposed model introduces less artifacts as compared to other models. Fig. 8 shows the denoising performance of the proposed and existing methods at different SNR levels. DLVM (or its variant) outperforms all methods for all noise types except white noise at every input SNR level (as observed earlier).
D. Bandwidth Expansion
We obtain speech data of 20 speakers from the TIMIT database, and remove the higher frequencies (4-8 KHz) to generate narrowband (0-4 KHz) speech signals. For each speaker we learn the parameters (P (f |z), D) from the training data. Following the earlier works in the literature, the value of K was chosen to be 100 for better prediction [36] . All other experimental details for the training stage are identical to those described in Section VII-B. Fig. 9 shows a sample bandwidth expansion result using PLCA and DLVM. The latter yields a smoother spectrum compared to PLCA (difference areas highlighted). Recall that we utilize DLVM only to reconstruct the magnitude spectrogram. The phase spectrogram was predicted separately using least square solution [36] . For quantitative comparison of different algorithms for bandwidth expansion we used GKL divergence and IS divergence as metrics. Results averaged over 20 speakers are shown in Table II . Table II shows that DLVM-based solution has the least KL divergence and IS divergence with respect to the ground truth. This shows that DLVM has better prediction ability, which is due to the better modeling capability of DLVM. Also, we observe that the DLVM outperforms bi-DLVM. This can be attributed due to the i) fact that the model only performs temporal smoothing on the coefficient matrix, and longer-term temporal smoothing does not contribute in this case due to the non-stationary nature of the data, ii) The dependencies in our data are mostly unidirectional.
E. Compactness of the Representation
Along with the various results, we would also like to highlight an important observation regarding the state estimates (s t ) obtained using DLVM and its variant. Fig. 10 shows the state estimates for a speaker using PLCA, DLVM and bi-DLVM. It can be seen that the majority of the bases are active in other models, while fewer are active in the case of dynamic and bi-DLVM. Similar trends are observed for other speakers too. We note that imposing temporal dependencies has led to a sparser estimate of the states. Sparser results are often desired and considered to be a better representation [42] . To quantify this sparsity, we use Shannon's entropy, 0.1 and 0 norm [7] , [43] . We compute the 0 norm after hard thresholding the values at 0.001. Table III shows the sparsity of the state matrix for different methods. The 0 norm shows that the average number of active latent bases is the smallest (5.58) in the bidirectional case. The results show that the proposed model naturally learns more compact representation, as we have not used any sparsity prior explicitly in the model. The Dirichlet prior induces sparsity only when the values of each of its parameters are less than 1. However, the parameters in the proposed dynamic Dirichlet prior are defined to be greater than 1, which promotes a dense distribution [3] . This leads us to hypothesize that the sparsity observed in the proposed model is due to its ability to learn better representation. In contrast, exponential prior in dynamic NMF ( [17] ) has an average of 19.7 active bases. Also in Fig., 10 , we observe that the posterior estimates of states (although, we have imposed smooth prior on states,) are able to capture sharp transition better than PLCA.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a dynamic latent variable model, called the Dirichlet latent variable model, for learning latent bases from time varying non-negative data. To capture the temporal structures in data efficiently, we introduced a dynamic Dirichlet prior -a Dirichlet distribution with dynamic parameters. A major contribution of this work is to introduce the dynamic Dirichlet prior for non-negative data. We showed that the expected log-likelihood function is concave and can be solved by standard convex optimization methods. This property arises because of (a) Dirichlet-multinomial conjugacy and (b) Dirichlet and multinomial are member of exponential family distributions. The proposed DLVM can be interpreted and implemented as a dynamic version of NMF. We also showed that the popular PLCA model is a special case of DLVM. An EM algorithm was developed for the parameter estimation of DLVM. Through extensive experiments, we demonstrated that DLVM outperforms several existing methods for three applications: speaker source separation, denoising and bandwidth expansion. Unlike existing dynamic models (which contain annealing hyperparameter), DLVM does not require any free parameters to be set by the user, other than the number of bases to be learned. The updates of latent bases and states is independent of scaling factor. Therefore, DLVM can handle non-count data as well. Although the current work in this paper involves modeling magnitude spectra of audio signals (non-count data), DLVM is suitable for modeling other types of non-negative data, such as word count data which appears widely in natural language processing. We also showed that the dynamic Dirichlet prior leads to sparse states (which is well proven to be better representation). Also, we observe that the posterior estimates of states can have sharp transition and has been captured by our model efficiently.
Future work will be directed towards developing faster updates for dependence matrices (D 1 + and D 1 − in this paper), and a fully Bayesian inference algorithm instead of a MAP estimate of states.
APPENDIX A BLOCK CONCAVITY OF THE LOG LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
Below we show the block-wise concavity of L MAP with respect to parameters P (f |z k ), s t (k), D + 1 and D − 1 . While maximizing with a particular variable, we will keep other variables as fixed.
log(P (N, S, ζ|β)) = E P t (z|f ) log(P (N, ζ|S, β) ) + log(P (S|β)) s.t.,
The first term in L MAP is due to likelihood of data and the second term is due to prior. The first term can be written as P (N, ζ|S, β) = t α t l=1 P (f |ζ t (l))P t (ζ t (l)
The second term can be written as (using Eq. (6)) log(P (S|β)) = 
where, η is a natural parameter, h(x) is base measure, T (x) is a sufficient statistic and A(η) is the log-partition function. Writing Dir(y) as an exponential family distribution, we see that 
